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The ARNDT/GINGRICH EDITION OF BAUER'S LEXICON is popularly
regarded as the best of the modern lexicons. You must
know the root of the word to use it, however, as opposed
to the analytical where you simply look up the form.
Tables of irregular verbs are found in it. (True also of
the older THAYER'S GREEK LEXICON). The Arndt-Gingrich work
includes more of the recent findings in Greek vocabulary
study, etc. **

Here is a lexicon assignment to be completed and turned in.
You will need to go to the Library or some other student
and get a copy of Arndt/Gingrich.
---Read the Preface (just give me a note you havç done so)
---Look up the words &' -'d &v

and see what the technical difference is between them
Do the same for kcU7-LO5 0.a( )f()5

and give me a written paragraph of your efforts in
this area.




- /
Look up the word 10L0and note the wide area of
meanings suggested in it.

There is much more to the Lexicon that word games and I
will try to have some other projects for you before the
quarter closes.
We will build on this foundation of tools knowledge and
add to it week by week.

5. Vocabulary: Add these and be sure to keep 'em all in review:
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So your assignment for the next class, as we wind this one down, is:

--read this lesson carefully
-learn the declension of the article (and do for yourself the

Exercise with it)
--Read with your colleague for 1 hour ...Greek aloud

--Do the Lexicon assignment
--Memorize the Vocabulary

Love your enemy and bless them that persecute you!

**Add to the Lexicon data the work of Louw and Nida: Greek-English Lexicon
(in library reference section). This is very helpful for English readers,
especially in comparing synonyms.
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